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Submitted by - Reading Youth Offending Service 

Evaluating a Rapid English project 

Reading Youth Offending Service Rapid English 

Reading Youth Offending Service has compiled evidence of its delivery of the Rapid 

English Communication Course, a software-based literacy development resource. 

Evidence is based on quantitative analysis of progression into ETE*, as well as a 

qualitative assessment of the impact the project is having on young people in the service. 

 

 

 

*Education, Training & Employment 
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Introduction 

Introduction 

Reading Youth Offending Service is one of very few services whose re-offending rate is going down in 

spite of the budget cuts which have affected the whole sector. The service has implemented a long-term 

strategy to proactively support young people who face severe literacy barriers and who currently feel that 

ETE* is simply beyond reach.  

Through its use of the Rapid English Communication Course, Reading YOS has succeeded in minimising 

the impact of poor literacy as a barrier to accessing positive destinations. This has resulted in a steady rise 

in levels of long-term rehabilitation. The project was officially recognised during an HMIP/OFSTED          

inspection in 2008. The inspection noted that "feedback and evaluation confirmed that this programme 

was effective in making a significant difference to the skills, motivation and self-esteem of participants." 

The Rapid English project has since become an integral part of the service’s provision, delivered alongside 

statutory services. Reading YOS uses the service to identify young people who may be struggling with   

literacy and communication, and then gives them immediate assistance during their order. The ultimate 

aim is to give young people the ability and confidence to engage more effectively with education partners 

and employers. Rapid English enables the service to ensure that young people with literacy problems are     

given every chance of accessing productive destinations following their time at the YOS. 

This project is unique in its approach to literacy provision. The delivery model is comparable to a GP’s   

surgery. Rapid English diagnostic tests identify areas of communication which are causing young people 

the most problems. The following sessions focus on overcoming crucial knowledge gaps. Sessions do not 

seek to replace mainstream education. The focus is on giving young people an operational understanding 

of the language skills they struggle with, building their confidence through visible achievement. Despite 

working with very difficult young people, who have often been out of mainstream education for a long 

time, this short, sharp burst of targeted literacy intervention has transformed the prospects of many  

young people within the service. 

Reading YOS has compiled four years of data collected during the project in order to share this example of 

effective practice with the Youth Justice community. 

 

 

 

 

*Education, Training & Employment 
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Addressing communication and target audience 

Why address communication within Youth Justice? 
 

One of the primary aims of the Youth Offending Service is to prevent young people from entering custody, 

which can have a devastating long-term impact on young people and is very expensive. “It is estimated 

that it costs the tax payer in excess of £140,000 a year to place a young person in a secure unit (New     

Economics Foundation, 2010).” Considering that around “75 percent of young people on completion of a 

custodial sentence go on to re-offend the following year (Independent Commission, 2010),” prolific         

offenders can cost the state upwards of half a million pounds between the ages of 13 and 21, not to     

mention the future cost of adult incarceration. 
 

Young people face a higher risk of becoming involved in crime and criminal activity when they are not    

engaged with Education, Employment, or Training (NEET). A primary YOS strategy is to engage young   

people in Education, Training or Employment (ETE). Moving young offenders into constructive destinations 

is widely accepted as one of the most effective factors in keeping young people out of the criminal justice 

system on a long-term basis.  
 

However, 60-80% of the young people who pass through the YOS also have to contend with major         

educational barriers, which prevent them from engaging with anything the service tries to offer. They 

struggle to handle even the most basic communicative requirements of work-based settings or           

mainstream education. Many are terrified at the prospect of education or employment. Not only do young 

people with ‘communication problems’ find it difficult to access ETE, they also find it difficult to stay on 

courses or in employment because they lack the ability and confidence to handle the subject matter. For 

young people to stand a greater chance of long-term re-integration, it is crucial to help them overcome 

this fundamental barrier to engagement. 
 

The service feels that supporting vulnerable young people with their communication at this pivotal stage 

in their lives, while progression into ETE remains a genuine possibility, can make the difference between   

social re-engagement and continued, escalating involvement in the criminal justice system. For a fraction 

of the cost of one year of one young person’s custodial sentence, Rapid English has the potential to draw 

hundreds of the Justice System’s weakest communicators back into the relative safety of ETE.         

 

Target Audience 
 

The project seeks to offer additional support to all young offenders who are:  
 

 NEET (Not in Education, Employment or Training)  

     50-70% of group 

 Statemented SEN (ADHD, Dyslexia, Autistic spectrum, Speech & Language difficulties) 

     60-80% of group 

 ESOL (Learning English as a Second or Other Language) 

     10% of group 
 

The project also seeks to identify other young people within the service who feel unable to communicate 

effectively, or whose literacy problems are as yet undiagnosed. The young people who are supported by 

Rapid English are considered among the most vulnerable and socially disengaged in the service.  
 

80% of young people who attend Rapid English are White British. Between 8-15% of each annual cohort 

are female. 
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Project outline 

The Course 

The Rapid English Communication Course is a software-based literacy intervention resource. It 

allows non-specialist staff within the YOS to identify and overcome literacy problems that young 

people have, which are likely to impact on their personal confidence, interview readiness and     

expectations of the workplace.  
 

Solutions cover the following:  

Diagnostics – screening reading, writing, speaking and listening skills  

Handwriting – including issues such as grip and writing speed  

Reading development - including word recognition and phonics  

Speaking and listening – necessary for interview situations and formal settings (e.g. court, magistrates, panel meetings) 

Sentences and paragraphs - giving young people the ability to express themselves confidently, and for CV building. 
 

It has been proven to be very successful with young people who have fallen out of traditional    

education, especially those with dyslexia, ADHD and who are on the autistic spectrum. 
 
 

Methodology 

The system is a two-step process. Staff use the first session to identify which aspects of the       

language are holding young people back. The following sessions are used to offer targeted     

support around the most serious literacy problems. The average intervention length is 5-7        

sessions, though this may last longer depending on the young person’s starting level. Young    

people only do as much as they need to develop confidence. 
 

 

How Reading YOS delivers the project 

Reading YOS uses Rapid English diagnostic tools to screen all young people within the service. 

Any young person who is identified as lacking ability or confidence with literacy is given the      

opportunity to receive ongoing Rapid English support alongside their order.  

Rapid English is delivered by one member of staff, three days a week. 164 young people have 

been identified and supported in the last 4 years, using the delivery model below. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 

YP placed 

on order 

Screened with  

Rapid English    
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45 min approx 

Confident  

 Deemed to be a confident 

communicator. Literacy is 

not a contributing factor to 

poor behaviour. 

Needs literacy support 

Literacy is a contributing 

factor to poor engagement 

& behaviour.  

Record YP’s current status 

Follow-up. 

6/12 months 
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Proceed with order  

as normal 

Weekly Rapid 

English sessions 

are built into 

YP’s order. 

Follow up—see fig 1.3 
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Quantitative analysis and evaluation model 

Quantitative hypothesis 

By offering specialist literacy support to young people with literacy problems during their orders, 

Reading YOS increases the likelihood of moving young people into positive destinations. 

It is also believed that literacy problems are a root cause of disengagement for many young 

people who come into the service, particularly among NEETs. Rapid English provision allows the 

service to motivate young people out of long-term disaffection . 
 

 

Quantitative analysis   

Reading YOS seeks to evidence the impact of the project 

on young people’s progression into ETE.  

For the purposes of analysis, all potential destinations 

were categorised as positive or negative. (See  figure 1.2). 

Evaluation focused on recording their status 6-12 months 

after their Rapid English intervention. 

 

 

Follow-up evaluation model 

The young person’s current status is identified upon entry into the YOS. Reading YOS then       

follows up one year after intervention. The project seeks to identify the number of young people 

who progressed into positive destinations as a result of Rapid English intervention.  

 

 

Situation / Outcome Category 

Employed (Full Time)  

Employed (Part Time)  

Further Education  

Employment Training POSITIVE 

Education (Full Time)  

Education (Part Time)  

NEET  

Custody NEGATIVE 

Left Area / No record  

Figure 1.2 

Follow-up. 

6/12 months 

Identify YP’s final 

status. 

Database check 

Childview / YOIS / 

Careworks 

Confirm initial and final ETE 

status with connexions and/

or school/employer 

Yes 

No 

Is ETE status 

available? 

End 
Add to        

summary 

spreadsheet 

Connexions 

ETE check 

Yes 

No 

Call YP’s 

family 

If no contact? 

Confirm    
status as   

“no record” 

Figure 1.3 - following on from Figure 1.1. 
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April 2012 – March 2013 
Progression data analysed - October 2013 

Progression breakdown 

Progression summary 

Attendance record 

2012-13 presented a small, complex  

group of young people. 

Average session numbers increased      

relative to 2011-12, but NEET and            

re-offending reduction rates were very 

strong. 

Year summary 

Rapid English cohort (severe literacy needs) 

Key information: 

YP numbers - 31 

Average sessions per YP - 5 

Reduction in NEET YP (%) - 82.4% 

Attendance - 82% 

Of the 17 young people who were NEET upon entry into Rapid English, only 

3  YP remained NEET as of October 2013. 

6 young people progressed into full time employment. 9 young people 

progressed into education, though some of these young people were    

progressing from secondary part time or full time education. 
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Re-offending rate

Total number of YP On Court order Convicted to another court order

18.2% re-offended 

YOS average - 40% 

Impact on re-offending 
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April 2011 – March 2012 
Progression data analysed - October 2013 

Progression breakdown 

Progression summary 

Attendance record 
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2011-12 was the first year when young 

people were tracked 12 months after their 

orders.  

The figures suggest that many young   

people continue to benefit from the     

support they receive from Rapid English. 

Impact on re-offending 

Year summary 

Rapid English cohort (severe literacy needs) 

 

Key information: 

YP numbers - 33 

Average sessions per YP - 4 

NEET reduction - 42.2% (6m) 57.9% (12m) 

Attendance - 80% 

Results indicate that Rapid English has a long-term impact on            

progression into ETE. 
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April 2010 – March 2011 
Progression data analysed - October 2013 

Progression breakdown 

Progression summary 

Attendance record 

2010-11 saw the most intensive use   

of Rapid English. 57 young people 

were supported, with an average      

intervention time of 7 sessions per 

young person.  

Year summary 

Rapid English cohort (severe literacy needs) 

Key information: 

YP numbers - 57 

Average sessions per YP  - 7 

NEET reduction - 65.7% 

Attendance - 78% 
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April 2009 – March 2010 
Progression data analysed - October 2013 

Progression breakdown 

Progression summary 

Attendance record 

Less re-offending data was available to the 

service for 2009-10. Progression into ETE 

remains consistent with the other years. 

2009-10 saw large numbers of young   

people moving into Further Education. 

Year summary 

Not available for 2009-10 

Key information: 

YP numbers - 44 

Average sessions per YP - 7 

NEET Reduction - 71.5% 

Attendance - 76% 
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Educational Progression 

The educational model 
 

Reading YOS uses the first Rapid English session to screen for levels across six broad language 

categories (see fig 1.5).  The following sessions are used to work on the skills which were          

identified as priorities during the screening. At the end of an order, or when a particular          

component of the course has been completed (e.g. word recognition, handwriting, etc), the    

trainer can conduct a test to assess the young person’s progress in each given category. 
 

NOTE - See appendix ‘samples of work’ to see work produced during Rapid English sessions.  
 

NOTE - Assessments record the distance travelled only on skills which were targeted during Rap-

id English sessions. For example, someone who scored highly on word recognition, but who did 

no work on it during Rapid English sessions, would not be re-assessed.  

Progression outlined in figures 1.5 & 1.6 is based on the average progression which was recorded 

in each category.  
 

Distance Travelled (See appendix - YP List 2011-13) 

The chart below (figure 1.5) denotes average progression in each skill-category. Figures are based on a 

percentage improvement. Findings can be translated into national standards.   

National Curriculum - 16.6% improvement equates to 1 NC level. 

Functional Skills - 20% improvement equates to 1 FS level* 

 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Word recognition

Reading Comprehension

Handwriting

Paragraph writing

Reading Aloud

Free speech

Average YP progression (%) Figure 1.5 
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Educational Progression 

Progression - translated into national standards 

The figures below indicate the average progression which was recorded in each skill set,           

according to National Standards. 

 

Data considerations and limitations 

Omitting the diagnostic session - With as little as one hour of access to young people, the     

service prioritises treatment over diagnostics. If it is clear that a young person is struggling to    

engage, or if they display obvious problems which can be fixed quickly, the trainer is free to move 

straight into more rewarding educational activities.  

   

Progress assessments - Due to the nature of young people’s orders, it is not often known when 

their final session will be. Not all young people receive progress assessments. 

 

 

Findings 

These figures demonstrate the educational effectiveness of the Rapid English resource.              

Although the primary evidencing for the YOS comes from evaluating progression into ETE, these 

results show that rapid progress is possible for most young people who attend sessions. These 

improvements impact directly on young people’s chances of success in formal settings, such as 

entrance exams and interviews. 

Figure 1.6 
National Curriculum  

(approx. progression)  
Functional Skills 

 (approx. progression) 

Word  
Recognition +1.23 +1.02 

Reading  
Comprehension +1.64 +1.36 

Handwriting +1.83 +1.52 

Paragraph 
Writing +2.27 +1.88 

Reading 
Aloud +1.87 +1.55 

Free  
speech +0.77 +0.64 
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Quantitative conclusions 

Engagement Summary 

* NEET reduction = % NEETs in cohort prior to intervention - % NEETs after intervention 

 

Quantitative conclusions 

Reading YOS is having considerable success using Rapid English to boost ETE engagement with young 

people who have complex needs. The most notable impact of Rapid English has been on moving NEET 

young people into positive destinations.  

The Rapid English project is ideally suited for delivery alongside other YOT work, which seeks to address 

social and behavioural problems. The delivery model is non-invasive and the subject matter supports the 

wider work being done to move young people into safer destinations. 

The average time spent per-learner ranges from 4-7 hours. This amount of time per young person is   

strategically and financially viable for the YOS to continue on a long-term basis. Other unexpected        

financial savings were achieved as a result of Rapid English. Management reported a reduction in the   

service’s translation costs, as young people with ESOL requirements make sufficient progress with their 

English to start communicating without them. 

Young people make significant academic progress in aspects of the language which have previously been 

holding them back. This has an observable impact on young people’s ability to handle tasks such as     

entrance exams and interviews as well as other formal situations such as panel meetings and court      

appearances.  This may contribute directly to the increase in ETE engagement.   

The project has contributed significantly to reducing re-offending rates across the service. The most      

noticeable success came in 2012-13, where only 18.2% of young people supported by Rapid English went 

on to re-offend. Although numbers coming through the project are going down, the complexity 

of cases is going up (a national trend), which makes the latest NEET reduction, and re-offending 

figures all the more remarkable.  

The presence of Rapid English provision also frees up the rest of the service’s resources to focus on other 

complex needs.      

 

Further considerations 

It is difficult for Reading YOS to develop comparative samples for young people with similar needs in 

other services. Youth Offending Teams are not required to conduct detailed screenings for potential     

literacy problems, making it difficult to identify comparable control groups. Reading would welcome   

support from the Youth Justice Board for expanding the scope of this research. 

  April 2012- March 2013 April 2011- March 2012 April 2010- March 2011 April 2009- March 2010 

YP numbers 31 33 57 44 

Total Sessions 156 138 376 302 

Average sessions 5 4 7 7 

NEET reduction* 82.4% reduction 42.2% reduction 65.7% reduction 71.5% reduction 

Attendance 82% 80% 78% 76% 

Reoffending rate 18.2% 35.70% 28% Not Available 
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Qualitative Analysis 

Outline of qualitative evidence 

Reading YOS has gathered qualitative evidence for the Rapid English project.  

The service seeks to answer the following questions: 

 

 1. Do young people benefit from Rapid English intervention? 

Many young people within the service have extremely low self-esteem, often linked to poor     

experiences of school. These barriers are often compounded by parental incapacity to promote    

education. This often inhibits all other work done to re-engage them with mainstream             

education. This section documents qualitative evidence to support the statement that Rapid 

English intervention gives young people the ability and confidence to engage with the service 

and with ETE. 

 

 2. Does Rapid English support the work being done by the wider team?  

Through staff feedback, Reading YOS seeks to analyse how the Reading Rapid English project, 

delivered alongside traditional YOT work, improves the likelihood of YP engagement. Reading 

also seeks to confirm whether the staff feel that Rapid English supports the wider work which is 

being done by the team. 

 

 

Evidence collected (see appendix) 

Record of Work - an extensive ‘session-by-session’ record is maintained for each young person, 

which includes ongoing YP feedback. These records formed the basis of formal case studies. This 

allows trainers to keep an organised record of all work, successes, problems, and external      

comments relating to young people. 

Case studies - a collection of case studies drawn from the “Record of Work” which demonstrate 

the impact the project has on young people. 

Anonymous staff survey - a fully anonymous survey was distributed to the entire YOS staff, to 

assess the perceived value of the Rapid English project to the YOS, and to analyse the             

observable impact the project has on the young people they support. 

Samples of work - used to demonstrate the work being done in Rapid English sessions. 
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Manager, trainer and education worker comments 

Comments from Reading YOS manager 

Reading YOS has been working in partnership with Rapid English to improve outcomes for young people for over 10 

years. 

An estimated 70-80% of young people within the Criminal Justice System have Speech and Language  difficulties.  A 

significant proportion of our caseload has Autistic Spectrum Disorder or other communication difficulties.  Many of 

the young people with whom we work have had a poor experience in a traditional educational setting and have    

become emotionally disengaged from education as a result of receiving little positive reinforcement due to their lack 

of achievement. 

Rapid English allows young people to make measurable progress in each individual session, boosting their            

confidence and their commitment to continue to improve their communication skills. Sometimes this achievement 

can be enough of a boost to get young people re-engaged in more traditional educational settings (the ideal        

outcome).  Other young people progress by receiving Rapid English as part of an Individual Learning Plan. The ETE 

outcomes for those who have received Rapid English are significantly better than for those who have not been able 

to engage in this activity. 

Rapid English constitutes a significant tool in our toolkit of interventions designed to enable disaffected, excluded 

and disengaged young people undergo transformation into active, productive citizens. 

 
Lyndsey Bass - Service Manager 
 

Reading Youth Offending Service 
Submitted: 16th December 2013 

 

Comments from the Rapid English Trainer 

I have been involved in the Rapid English programme now for around 8 years and I love it.  

Almost all of the young people I work with struggle with their communication skills and this impacts on so many  

different aspects of their lives - from the way they handle YOS orders to their education, to jobs and their               

relationships. I genuinely believe that my work with Rapid English helps them to improve their life prospects and 

does so in a short enough period that I can see it happening.  

I see a lot of young people who want to go to college/get a job/go back to school but are put off due to poor     

reading, writing or speaking skills. Sometimes, it is just an issue of poor confidence. The Rapid English approach of 

identifying what skills would help them most and helping them with it straight away is perfectly suited to working 

with disengaged young people, because they see immediate results. 

Last month I helped a lad to work on his speaking skills as he had all the qualifications needed to get the job but was 

too scared to ring potential employers and ask them about the jobs that they advertised. Good communicators 

sometimes forget how scary these simple tasks can be. That lad had one session with me where we practised what he 

would say and how he would say it until he was confident enough to ring an employer with my support. The          

following week he could not make his session because he had gone home and found himself a job by ringing every 

job and agency he could find. Sometimes small things can have a big knock on effect. 

The best thing about Rapid English is that it allows me to spend 90% of my time working directly with young people 

in a very real way, getting them engaged in something which transforms the way my young people see themselves. 
 

Chris Hinsley - Rapid English Trainer 

Reading Youth Offending Service 
Submitted: 14th January 2014 
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Manager, trainer and education worker comments 

Comments from AD/HD Coach and ASD Adviser  

I am proud to say that almost 10 years ago, I was responsible for encouraging the then manager to trial Rapid English 

at Reading Youth Offending Service.  

So many of the young people who have since accessed Rapid English have ended up, at the very least, changing their 

once negative view of education while for others it has been a real stepping stone to greater and better things.  

The Rapid English team has not only been able to track young people’s individual progress and outcomes but also 

collect and collate data about Rapid English interventions across the board. It would be fair to say that the statistics 

arising from this data have proven, beyond doubt, that Rapid English is both highly accessible to ALL types of learner 

and is effective in improving short and long-term outcomes.   

In my role as AD/HD Coach and/or ASD Advisor, most of my "caseload" have made it abundantly clear that they will 

only attend once and once only.  I have been able to feel quite smug knowing that as long as I can "get them 

through the door" so-to-speak, then the Rapid English programme and approach will do the rest to ensure that they 

continue to engage!   

A special mention must also go to the long term tutor at Reading, Chris Hinsley, who facilitates young people’s      

engagement with Rapid English, and who ensures that they and everyone else gets to hear of and duly acknowledge 

what has been achieved, however small.  

Those staff who continue to develop Rapid English, always endeavour to incorporate ideas or suggestions as they 

arise and I feel that this is a key reason why Rapid English has become, and will probably remain, the unique service 

that it is today. 

 

Lyn Oualah - Teacher, Accredited AD/HD Coach and ASD Adviser 

Reading Youth offending Service 

Submitted: 20th January 2014 
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Young People feedback 

Attendance as an indicator of engagement 

Attendance at Rapid English sessions is largely voluntary, aside from serious orders, and statutory 

first sessions. Attendance rates are therefore a fair reflection of the value young people place on 

their Rapid English session. Attendance has risen by 2% a year over the last four years. This repre-

sents a rise from 76% to 82% attendance.  

70-80% voluntary attendance for any service within the youth offending sector is rare. It suggests 

that young people place a great deal of value on the support they receive at Rapid English       

sessions. It does also suggest that young people are worried about their literacy levels, and that 

they are keen to resolve these issues, given the appropriate opportunity. 
 

Case Studies (see appendix for full list) 

Below are two case studies collected to evidence the qualitative impact of Rapid English            

interventions. They were compiled through a combination of documented records of work 

(including YP & parent feedback), anecdotal evidence from case workers and follow-up              

information drawn from YOIS and Connexions. 
 

CM 

C had been excluded from school for a long time when he first came to do Rapid English. He needed help with his 

communication skills to boost his confidence before he was in a position to even consider re-integrating into school. 

He completed 6 sessions of Rapid English where he improved his handwriting, his sentence writing and his reading 

skills dramatically. His confidence grew as his ability to communicate improved which made it both possible and    

actually quite easy to re-introduce him into mainstream education.  

 

S 

S did not like school. Although she gained some GCSEs, her results were 2 D's and 3 E's which did not accurately   

reflect her ability. Chris [Rapid English Trainer] worked on S’s speaking and writing skills to prepare her for work and 

college. The real impact of Rapid English for S was in helping her become more confident, which was what she     

needed to get ahead.  

Before and after diagnostics confirmed just how much her confidence improved, and most importantly, she was able 

to compare her own results to see the progress she had made. She is now working and is at college and is enjoying 

both.  

76% 78% 80% 82%
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Young People feedback 

Requesting feedback 

Due to the nature of the young people taking part in the service, and the difficulty of following 

up, feedback is gathered just after Rapid English sessions. The trainer always completes a record 

of work for the session, and then asks the young person if they would like to add any of their 

own comments. For full analysis, see appendix “Record of Work.” 

Most of the feedback is targeted at gathering evidence of personal development, which can be 

entered into YOIS. When appropriate, the trainer attempts to gather more specific feedback 

about what the young person thinks of Rapid English provision: 

A selection of ‘Record of Work’ entries 
Lesson: 5  -   28/01/2013   -   Trainer - Chris  
How has Rapid English helped you? Spelling, handwriting and full stops with capital letters. Have you used what you have learnt and if so how? Handwriting, teachers 
have noticed it has got better. Did you enjoy the course and if so what did you enjoy most? Yes I enjoyed it all but I liked the handwriting the most.  
——-——- 

Lesson: 9  -   26/04/2013    - taught by: Chris  
I saw “B” in the corridor and he thanked me for the work that I did as it directly led to him getting an apprenticeship which is doing really well on. 
——-——- 

Lesson: 6  -   02/11/2012   -   Trainer - Chris  
Keith his care worker and his case worker have both fed back to me that “D” has told them that he is really enjoying the sessions and is finding them really useful.  
——-——- 

26/10/2012  - taught by: Chris    
“J” rang to tell me that he had passed his test and thanked me for helping him. 
——-——- 

Lesson: 2  -   11/05/2012 - taught by: Chris     
I asked “K” how she thought it went today and she said that it was fun and she thinks she learnt a lot. She then compared her original handwriting sample to one of the lines she 
did today and said it looks much better already. 
——-——- 

Lesson: 1  -   23/11/2013   - taught by: Chris 
“M” apparently said I was a legend to other members of staff and that he was looking forward to our next session. 
——-——- 

Lesson: 3  -   15/03/2013     - taught by: Chris     
“M” said that she is enjoying the sessions and now that they are at her house they are a good way to help her get back in the swing of things before she starts back at school full 
time. 
——-——- 

Lesson: 8  -   17/06/2013     - taught by: Chris  
“R” rang in to tell me that he has passed his test and thanked me for helping him to get ready for it. Ryan thanked me for the help that I had given him and said that he would let 
me know how he got on. 

 

Quantifying engagement  

In the year 2012-13, Reading YOS built a new feature into the “Record of Work,” which sought to tally the 

number of young people whose attitudes had changed during Rapid English sessions. Their initial        

willingness to engage was recorded during the first Rapid English session, and changes in attitudes were 

recorded in their final session.  

Results suggest a marked improvement in the number of people who reacted positively to Rapid English. 

Before After 
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Samples of work 

Reading development & verbal skills - see supporting documents 

Find G’s initial, final and feedback recordings in the supporting documents section. They are listed as fol-

lows: 

 9. G 1 (Initial Recording) 

 9. G 2 (Final) Reading her story 

 9. G feedback 

G’s personal confidence improved considerably as she started to read her stories aloud.  
 

 

Writing development - see supporting documents (samples of work) 
 

 

Handwriting 

Below are before/after handwriting samples which were generated during Rapid English sessions. Most 

young people start with handwriting, because it is accessible to young people of all levels, it  is             

mechanical, and it is possible for young people to see immediate results. 

A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R 

Before After 

Before 

After 
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Staff feedback 

Why ask the staff? 

It is necessary that Rapid English meets the demands of the service. The project uses valuable YOS        

resources, so it is necessary for staff to feel that this provision is bringing value to young people within 

the service. 

The anonymous survey was completed by 18 of 24 members of staff using Survey Monkey (web-based 

surveying system). No personal information was requested, so that the respondents would feel confident 

responding honestly. All responses were submitted from the service’s IP address. 

Survey (anonymous) 

1. Do staff feel that Rapid English achieves the targeted aims of the project? 

Feedback suggests that staff ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’ that Rapid English achieves its intended 

outcomes for young people, that it suits the aims of the service, and that it supports the work 

they are doing. 

Key findings: 

   100% ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’ to observing an increase in YP confidence 

   100% ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ to observing improved attitudes to ETE 

   94% ‘strongly agree’ to recommending Rapid English for other services 

   94% ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ to feeling supported by Rapid English provision (6% N/A) 

   89% ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ that Rapid English provision improves initial access to ETE 

   89% ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ that Rapid English sessions improve long-term engagement with ETE 
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Anonymous Staff Survey 

NOTE - the following comments have not been altered or corrected. 

 

2. How do young people benefit from Rapid English provision? (comment box) 

“Rapid English helps to re gain confidence in education that many young people at YOS lose as a consequence of difficult experience in the   

education system. It provides the opportunity to taste success as the gains are very easy to identify.” 

“Rapid English increases confidence and life chances for young people by building on their skills. The results can be seen very quickly which is 

encouraging and helps to build relationships and trust.” 

“Rapid English benefits young people in different ways, whether it be learning / improving their English as a 2nd language, improving their   

handwriting, their confidence in writing CV's, attending job interviews.  The Rapid English provider is creative in his approach and ensures he 

meets the learning styles of the young person.” 

“I think it helps them to build their confidence.  Chris is an excellent tutor and helps them with getting ready for employment by giving them the 

communication skills they need to get through and interview.” 

“Confidence building accurate assessment. Impactive work that YP can appreciate.” 

“This is also a useful tool for parents who have literacy problems.” 

“It can be included in their statutory contact with YOS and despite poor experiences with other educational placements Rapid English can help 

them to believe that education can be accessed and enjoyed in a different way other than a classroom setting.” 

“Young people who have had a poor experience in education, with little positive re-enforcement, are able to clearly see their progress from ses-

sion to session. This phenomenon transforms their experience of, and attitude to, learning. Rapid English is particularly effective with young peo-

ple who lack confidence in their written and/or spoken communication. We are also able to use Rapid English with non English speaking service 

users to accelerate their learning of English.  As well as significant benefit to the individual young person this saves the service money as we can 

dispense with an interpreter more quickly.” 

 

3. Memorable Case Study (comment box) 

“A young man from the traveller community who was difficult to engage cited Rapid English as the most helpful thing for him and the appoint-

ments he most enjoyed.” 

“Vietnamese young person came to the YOS with barely any spoken English and no written English.  Rapid English helped him learn the basics of 

the English language. Afghanistan young person's victim wanted a letter of explanation and with the assistance of Rapid English the young per-

son was able to write this himself.  Young person that didn't like reading didn't like doing Rapid English so the tutor found out what the young 

person was interested in (music) adapted the sessions and they looked at song lyrics which the young person was interested in learning - really 

adaptive approach” 

“A young person who no one thought would ever be able to sustain college and get onto another course.  Chris helped to build his confidence 

and helped him with his English so he wouldn't lose his place at college.” 

“S who loved attending rapid english lessons with Chris who he called 'Crisp'. There seemed to be lovely rapport built and I know “S” looked 

forward to his sessions. In my opinion S's English improved and certainly his confidence in using english with me improved. 

“GA who was able to talk about the work she had completed in a panel meeting with confidence and enthusiasm. There was a marked improve-

ment in the way she was able to communicate with others.” 

 

4. Further comments (comment box) 

“This service is invaluable in engaging and motivating young people.” 

“It is a very good method of learning.” 

“The young people I work with who have attended Rapid English all speak highly of it and say that it has helped. In particular they say they like 

Chris and his way of working with them.” 

“Rapid English is one of the jewels in the crown of our committed, caring and achieving service.” 

“It's a very good programme.” 

“Rapid English has developed considerably over the last 3-5 years, almost beyond recognition and people are slowly waking up to the fact that it 

works and is an effective learning tool in the right hands.” 
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Qualitative conclusions 

 

Qualitative conclusions 

 

 1. Do young people benefit from Rapid English intervention? 

Many young people find that Rapid English is one of the most positive and transformational experiences 

of their orders. This has been evidenced through staff and trainer observation, attendance figures and 

through extensive ‘records of work.’  

It is apparent that many young people embrace the Rapid English service offered at Reading YOS and 

this is confirmed by strong attendance figures. A significant portion of the people report going on to 

support other family members with their own literacy problems, using the resources they receive during 

Rapid English sessions. 

Young people who fear formal education, training and employment settings are more willing to respond 

to career suggestions. They are more likely to complete application forms, attend interviews, and talk 

constructively about career options. 

Much of the success of the Rapid English project lies in removing the fear associated with entering formal 

education and workplace settings.  Embracing this resource more widely could help the justice system to 

move a significant number of disengaged and disaffected young people back into Education, Training 

and Employment. 

 

 2. Does Rapid English support the work being done by the wider team?  

Survey responses suggest that Rapid English is held in high esteem by the wider team. The team feels 

that the Rapid English project genuinely transforms young people’s levels of engagement, and that it  

directly supports their own work. 

The impact Rapid English has on young people’s confidence and self-esteem helps them to succeed in all 

other aspects of their orders. Important restorative milestones such as handwritten letters of apology can 

be produced during Rapid English sessions. The writing exercises also allow young people to open up to 

staff, sometimes for the first time.  

The added value of Rapid English lies in the way it improves the dynamics of young people’s relationships 

with family and staff. It gives all staff a reason to compliment young people about their progress, and to 

talk positively about them in front of their families. This helps young people to understand that the      

service has their best interests in mind, thus improving the impact of all the other services they receive 

during their orders. 
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Recommendations and conclusions 

Conclusions 

The Rapid English project helps Reading YOS to meet YJB objectives of preventing offending and            

addressing the causes for offending, using a cost-effective, localised delivery model, as outlined by the 

Youth Justice Board Corporate Plan 2012-15. 

Young people with complex needs have responded extremely well to Rapid English provision. The service 

has observed a consistent and significant reduction in NEET figures for young people who receive one or 

more Rapid English sessions, comparatively to other young people within the service. 

Young people make noticeable progress in aspects of communication which are targeted during sessions. 

Progression is fed back to young people, and they react positively. 

Staff confirm that the Rapid English project achieves it’s intended goals of improving young people's    

confidence, engagement, willingness and ability to progress into ETE. They also agree that the project   

supports them directly with their own work. 

The managers feel that the project fits non-invasively alongside Reading’s other statutory services. The 

project gives young people a taste of academic success while they make the difficult transition from long-

term social exclusion into ETE. The strength of the Rapid English project lies in allowing the service to     

respond swiftly and effectively to any young person who has literacy problems. 

The evidence which has been collected supports the statement that ‘giving young people a chance to 

learn applied language skills in a quick burst of targeted support can considerably improve young people’s 

long-term prospects.’  

Reading YOS recommends the Rapid English Communication Course as a game-changing resource for all 

services who work with vulnerable adults and young people. 

 

Recommendations 

Reading’s results are impressive and consistent because of three main factors which should be replicated 

in any other service who seeks to implement the project: 

1. Dedicated staff members have taken a lead on training. They were given sufficient time to familiarise 

themselves with the programme.  

2. Holistic implementation – everyone from case workers through to magistrates are aware of the Rapid 

English Project, leading to a steady referral process. 

3. Senior management in Reading has given the Youth Offending Service ongoing support. This has         

allowed Rapid English provision to be properly co-ordinated. 

The Rapid English project also presents a unique opportunity for Youth Offending Services to link up with             

counterparts dealing with preventative work, such as Troubled Families.  

Reading Youth Offending Team is happy to receive any visits or enquiries or to answer any queries relating 

to the Rapid English project. 
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Appendix / supporting documentation 

1 - Annual summary 2012-13 

2 - Annual summary 2011-12 

3 - Annual summary 2010-11 

4 - Annual summary 2009-10 

The annual summaries chart the quantitative data collection for each annual cohort, including ini-

tial status and final destinations. 

 

5- YP list 2011-13 

List of active records on the Rapid English software. 

 

6 - Record of Work (2011-13) 

An exported list of all session-by-session comments captured by the Rapid English trainer.   

 

7 - Case Studies 

A collection of 7 case studies which were created to demonstrate the qualitative impact of Rapid 

English.  

 

8 - Anonymous staff survey 

Two documents outlining the staff responses to an online questionnaire. The questionnaire was 

produced using “Survey Monkey.”  

 

9 - Samples of work 

Documentation created by young people during Rapid English sessions. 

 


